AIRPORT WEATHER WARNING
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE FORT WORTH TX
323 PM CST SAT DEC 26 2015

...AIRPORT WEATHER WARNING FOR WIND GUSTS GTE 35KT...

.ONSET/END TIMES...
NOW /2120 UTC/ 1530 CST THROUGH /0000 UTC/ OR 1800 CST.

.DIRECTION/SPEED/MAX GUST...
SOUTH WINDS OF AROUND OR JUST ABOVE 35 KNOTS.

.OTHER THREATS/REMARKS...
IN ADDITION TO NON-THUNDERSTORM WINDS...WE WILL BE WATCHING THE
POTENTIAL FOR THUNDERSTORMS TO IMPACT THE TERMINAL. IF
THUNDERSTORMS LOOK IMMINENT NEAR OR WITHIN 10 MILES OF THE
TERMINAL---WE WILL ISSUE ANOTHER AIRPORT WEATHER WARNING.
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AIRPORT WEATHER WARNING
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE FORT WORTH TX
437 PM CST SAT DEC 26 2015

...AIRPORT WEATHER WARNING FOR LIGHTNING WITHIN 10 MILES...

.ONSET/END TIMES...
445 PM THROUGH 530 PM

.RATES EXPECTED...
OCNL LIGHTNING STRIKES POSSIBLE.

.OTHER THREATS/REMARKS...
AN AIRPORT WEATHER WARNING FOR WINDS GTE 35 KTS REMAINS IN
EFFECT THROUGH 6 PM FOR SOUTH WINDS JUST ABOVE 35 KNOTS.

&&

OCNL...OCCASIONAL=LESS THAN 1 FLASH PER MINUTE
FRQ....FREQUENT=1 TO 5 FLASHES PER MINUTE
CONS...CONTINUOUS=MORE THAN 5 FLASHES PER MINUTE
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AIRPORT WEATHER WARNING
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE FORT WORTH TX
526 PM CST SAT DEC 26 2015

...AIRPORT WEATHER WARNING FOR LIGHTNING WITHIN 10 MILES...

.ONSET/END TIMES...
NOW CONTINUING THROUGH 10 PM CST /0400Z/.

.RATES EXPECTED...
OCNL TO FRQ.

.OTHER THREATS/REMARKS...
AN AIRPORT WEATHER WARNING FOR WINDS GTE 35 KTS REMAINS IN EFFECT THROUGH 6 PM FOR SOUTH WINDS JUST ABOVE 35 KNOTS.

OCNL...OCCASIONAL=LESS THAN 1 FLASH PER MINUTE
FRQ....FREQUENT=1 TO 5 FLASHES PER MINUTE
CONS...CONTINUOUS=MORE THAN 5 FLASHES PER MINUTE

$$